
 

Notes of the Meeting held on 18.01.2022 at the Parish Council 
Office, Wellington Crescent, Fradley Park, Lichfield, WS13 8RZ, 

commencing at 12pm 

Present: Cllr Simon Roberts, Ian Smith (Wilson Bowden), Mark 
Elliott (Barratts) & Daniel Pryor (Barratts) 

1) Phase 1 
a) Over-flow car park 

Barratts need to submit the latest car park plan to LDC for final approval. They 
are happy for the PC to see this plan before this is done. Once plans have 
been accepted by LDC, then they will look to deliver the car park as soon as 
they can. This is expected to be within 3-4 months’ time. 
 
Mark Elliott to send PC the latest edition of the car park plan, before 
submission to LDC for final approval.    ACTION:  SR 
 
The car park will be owned by third party ownership and it was suggested that 
we make contact with him to discuss the long-term future ownership and to 
clarify the legal agreement in place with regards to the terms of the S106 
agreement. 
 
Clerk to contact the owner to discuss the car-park arrangements, once 
delivered  

   ACTION:  CO 
b) Proposed pub site 
ME informed the group that outline planning permission for this pub/restaurant 
has passed. This land has remained in third party ownership and to date no 
plans have been submitted to LDC. 
 
Clerk to contact the owner to discuss the future development of this 
land         ACTION:  CO 
 
c) Hay End Lane Park 
SR asked about plans to install a tarmac path across the park to link from 
their site to the existing school path and the topography of the neighbouring 
land. 
 
Mark Elliott to discuss the issue with the site manager and finalise 
plans. To then send plans to the PC    ACTION:  SR 
 
d) Signage to the estate 
SR queried the Fradley Manor title that had been given to the site and 
expressed a concern that any labelling of specific areas of the village could 
lead to confusion and not helpful in the integration of the village. A site visit at 
the end of the meeting showed that Barratts part of the development is 
entitled Fradley Manor and Wilson Bowden’s part is entitled Anson Gardens. 
Both developers envisage that these names are for marketing purposes only. 
 



 

Daniel Pryor to check and inform the PC whether this is the case or 
whether Fradley Manor was considered to be part of the address.   

ACTION:  DP 

 e) Football pitches / changing facilities 
SR commented that although the changing facilities promoted by Barratts 
were welcome and seemed to be of a high standard, they did seem a little 
unnecessary. The 2 junior pitches to be provided can only really 
accommodate games for children up to 9 years old. At this age, it is 
impossible for children to use communal showers and be supervised and 
even changing brings a multitude of safe-guarding issues that coaches would 
often rather avoid.  
LDC are unwilling at this stage to look at other options, however, it was 
agreed by all present at the meeting that this changing facility could be better 
located within a larger facility, when Phase 2 details are brought forward. 

SR raised questions about the maintenance of the football pitches and the 
changing facilities. These would currently fall under the remit of the 
management company. However, questions regarding who will be responsible 
for line-marking pitches, repairing and specifically keeping pitches in good 
order, maintaining goal posts and responsible for the bookings of pitches and 
changing rooms where left unanswered. 
 
Daniel Pryor to report back to the PC regarding specific details on the 
future management of the football facilities    ACTION:  DP 

2) Phase 2 
A number of copies of the conceptual plan of Phase 2 were provided and left 
in the Parish Office. The main discussion points from looking at the plans 
were the provision of sports facilities and the school. Barratts and WB would 
like to hold a public meeting before putting in their planning permission to LDC 
and have a rough time-line of 3months to do this. More discussions regarding 
this are documented under 3) Local Plan. It was estimated that with Barratts 
and WB working on-site together that approx.80 houses per year could be 
built. 
 
a) Sports Facilities 
Barratts and Wilson Bowden are very keen to provide some form of sports 
facility for the village and have located this adjacent to the 2x junior pitches 
(Phase 1) and in the most ‘central’ position in the village. SR informed the 
group that the parish council’s Sports & Open Spaces Working Group 
(SOSWG) are currently preparing a survey to understand the views of 
residents on future sports provision. This coupled with neighbouring villages’ 
needs and wider demand, should give the PC a good steer on what this area 
should provide. SR suggested that Barratts could input into the survey, to 
ensure SOSWG capture as much information as possible regarding this site. 
 
Simon Roberts to send the draft SOSWG resident survey to ME to see if 
any further enhancements can be recommended  ACTION:  SR  
 



 

SR discussed evidence from Fradley Neighbourhood Plan suggests that 
residents want to see some sports provision in the village, but also want a 
pub. This could be combined into a Sports & Social Club, with the necessary 
changing facilities, toilets, function space, car-parking, etc. to support the club. 
How this would be paid for is unknown at this stage, but Barratts and WB 
were open to this idea and happy to consider this, as further evidence about 
need becomes available. Barratts could divert monies from building the 
changing facilities in Phase 1 to be incorporated into a bigger building if LDC 
would accept this. 
 
b) School 
LDC’s Local Plan specifies that a further school is needed as part of this 
development.SR expressed a personal view that having 3 primary schools in 
the village did not seem appropriate for a number of reasons, the main one 
being social cohesion. Another specific point was the lack of data/evidence 
coming from SCC. The second school in the village (Fradley Park School) has 
the capacity to be a 2FE but is only being built as a 1FE school, so it seems 
that capacity is not an issue. There may also be options to extend St. 
Stephens further and SR would like to see evidence from SCC to show that a 
third school is necessary and what impact having 3 primary schools in Fradley 
would have on the local community. 
 
It may be that the land will just be allocated as the site of a future school and 
not built on at this stage. 
 
Daniel Pryor to speak to SCC to try and get the necessary information to 
understand what is required regarding school provision     ACTION:   DP 

 
c) Public Meeting 
Barratts and WB would like to hold a public meeting over the coming months 
to inform residents of their current plans. They are happy to involve the PC 
and will communicate with us nearer the time. 

 

3) Local Plan  
LDC’s Local Plan has stalled and failed to go through a cabinet meeting in 

December to keep them on track with their submission to an inspector. It is 

impossible to gauge when the Local Plan will get back on track and their 

amended time-table for submission. Although Barratts were hoping to 

coordinate their Phase 2 plans around the Local Plan, they will probably look 

to press on with their planning permission despite this. It was agreed by all 

that there needs to be more clarity in the Local Plan in terms of number of 

houses proposed and the school provision for Fradley.  

 
 
Meeting concluded at 1.55pm. 
 
After the meeting, SR and IS drove down to the WB Sales Office car park to 
see the site and for IS to see the village as a whole. Recently appointed to the 



 

position, this was his first opportunity to visit Fradley and the Hay End Lane 
estate. 
 
Progress was very evident with both Barratts and WB’s show houses 
completed, at least 30 houses complete or near complete and a number of 
properties already sold. 

 


